We construct a simple parametric multi-state gamma distributed aggregate claims reserving model. It is based on the multi-state claims number reserving model by Orr [9], and adds the simplest possible modelling of the claims size process. Predictive power and advantages of the new model are discussed and illustrated.
Introduction
The present contribution is a synthesis of previous work by Orr [9] and the author [6] . It is devoted to the construction of a simple parametric multi-state gamma distributed aggregate claims reserving model, which is sufficiently flexible to allow for a full stochastic simulation of the aggregate claims reserving process. It retains the simple features of the multi-state claims number reserving model of Orr [9] and adds the simplest possible reasonable modelling of the claims size process. It is important to emphasize the advantages of the new model over the previous gamma model from the author. The latter allows for a stochastic prediction of the future aggregate claims reserves, however only at the level of the sum of RBNS (reported but not settled) and IBNR (incurred but not reported) claims by accident years and development years under the assumption that after the fixed observable number of development years all claims that occurred during an accident year are known and closed. In contrast, the new multi-state reserving model allows for a stochastic prediction of all the main claims reserving components including claim numbers and separation into RBNS, IBNR and PAID claims at the additional level of both claim numbers and claim sizes. Furthermore, the new model is not restricted by an assumption on the number of development years. A brief account of the content follows.
Section 2 recalls how the multi-state claims number reserving model by Orr [9] is obtained from a multi-state Markov chain modelling of the claims reserving process along the line of papers including Hachemeister [3] , Norberg [8] and Hesselager [4] . Section 3 presents the simplest extension to a multi-state aggregate claims reserving model with gamma distributed claim sizes, which can be approximated for sufficiently large portfolios by a gamma distributed aggregate claims reserving model. Section 4 links the model of Section 3 with the previous model in [6] . Since both models assume gamma distributed paid claims, an obvious comparison is done by equating the mean and variance of the paid claims over the given number of observable development years. By this way the parameters of the new gamma model are simple functions of the parameters of the previous model, which can be estimated using the method of maximum likelihood. Moreover, the new gamma model is independent of the Poisson arrival rates of the claims number process, and as a consequence it turns out that the approximation made for sufficiently large portfolios coincides in distribution with the original multi-state gamma model. Finally, in the last Section 5, we compare the new multi-state gamma claims reserving model with the previous gamma model using the published loss triangle of paid claims and exposures in Mack [7] . The stochastic prediction power of the new model is illustrated and discussed.
Orr's multi-state claims number reserving model revisited
The modeling of claims development using a multi-state approach has been discussed by Hachemeister [3] , Norberg [8] and Hesselager [4] . Restricting the analysis to claim numbers, Orr [9] presented a quite simple stochastic claim number reserving model, which is our starting point. Consider the 3-state model
. Losses from an insurance portfolio are assumed to arrive in state 0 as Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) claims or "Unreported" losses. These losses are then reported in state 1 as Reported But Not Settled (RBNS) or "Unsettled" claims, which are subsequently "Settled" in state 2 as paid (PAID) claims. The sum of RBNS and PAID claims is called "reported claims" while the sum of IBNR and RBNS claims is called "claims reserve". We assume that the claims arrive as a Poisson process with a constant arrival rate  during a given accident year. The development of a claim from occurrence until final settlement is assumed to be the realization of a time-inhomogeneous, continuoustime Markov chain. Let U be the "unreported waiting time" until notification with distribution function
and let V be the "unsettled waiting time" from notification until final settlement with distribution function
. By the Markov assumption, the transition rates from IBNR to RBNS and from RBNS to PAID are given by (e.g. Bowers et al. [2] , p. 49):
One is interested in the number of claims in state s from a given accident year at time t , which is denoted here by   t s N , . In practice, only claims in states 1 and 2 can be observed, and this only up to the current time of observation. The actuarial challenge consists to estimate the number of unreported (hence unobserved) losses in state 0, corresponding to the IBNR claims. We derive general integral expressions for the expected numbers of claims in each state at an arbitrary time t and then specialize to Orr's model. For this, one has to distinguish between the accident year itself and subsequent "run off" years. During the accident year (that is 1  t ), losses can arrive in state 0 and transition as claims to states 1 and 2. After the end of the accident year (that is 1  t ), no further losses can arrive, as they will attach to future accident years, but transitions will continue until all the claims have reached state 2. 
Assuming an exponential unreported waiting time with average waiting time a, one gets
Sub-case 1b: claims in state 1 at time t
The expected number of claims in state 1 by time t , with losses arriving at time s and being reported at time r is obtained through integration as follows: The expected number of claims in state 2 by time t is obtained through integration by considering losses at time s , which are reported at time r and settled at time q : The formulas (2.5) and (2.7) hold for a b  , which in practice can always be assumed through numerical approximation.
Case 2:
, no further losses for the given accident year can occur and the "run-off" claims follow a pure multi-state Markov chain. Applying Kolmogorov's forward equations, the expected numbers of claims in each state at time
00
is the probability of being in state i at time 1 and state j at time 
Extension to multi-state gamma aggregate claims reserving
As pointed in [9] , Section 7.4, the multi-state claims number reserving model can be readily extended to an amounts basis. Though the reporting and processing times of claims may depend strongly on the involved claim sizes, our multi-state aggregate claims reserving model is based on the following simplifying assumptions 
A simple multi-state gamma claims reserving model
The first part of the following development, which is independent from the preceding analysis, is inspired from the ideas presented in [6] . The total ultimate claims of the claims incurred in a given accident year, known in the future when all claims have been closed and paid out, is defined as follows: total ultimate claims = PAID claims + RBNS claims + IBNR claims Let n be the number of accident years for which historical data on paid claims is available, and let the integers ,
count the whole accident and development years. In the notation of Section 3, consider 
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An essential part of the proposed distribution dependent claims reserving model relies on the following "homogenous allocation principle" introduced in [5] , as carried forward to the present context.
Consider the total ultimate claims of a line of business for n accident years, which are divided into the total ultimate claims of each accident year. We are interested in the following quantities: After these preliminaries, let us consider the following cross-classified parametric method of multiplicative type based on the gamma distribution, which is inspired from Mack [7] , pp. 281-283, but slightly modified in view of the rule (R2).
Gamma claims reserving model (Author [6])
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 on the total ultimate claims, assume that the paid claims , , 1 ,
satisfy the following model assumptions:
follow independent gamma distributed random variables Is there a link between this gamma claims reserving model and the multi-state gamma claims reserving model of Section 3? Since both models assume gamma distributed paid claims, an obvious comparison is done by equating the mean and variance of the paid claims after n development years with the corresponding formulas from (3.2) as follows: To obtain a meaningful simple multi-state gamma claims reserving model with parameters (4.5), it remains to estimate the unknown parameters
defined by the assumptions (M1)-(M3), which is done according to the maximum likelihood estimation method as proposed in [6] . Under the assumption that the observed paid claims are independent, the likelihood function equals
Therefore, the log-likelihood function is given by 
Comparison and numerical illustration
First, we compare the considered model with the gamma claims reserving model in [6] . Our illustration uses the full loss triangle in Mack [7] , Table 3 .1.5.1: 
